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CONTRACT ID: XACTWARE CLAIMS ESTIMATING SOFTWARE: 
CONTRACT EXTENSION AND XACTANALYSIS 

  

CONTRACT AMOUNT For Xactware claims estimating software, this action requests (1) extension of 
the Master Licensing Agreement from July 31, 2008 to May 31, 2009 to provide 
use through the 2008 storm season; and (2) expansion of XactAnalysis 
components to include Catastrophe claims. 

Extension of the Master Licensing Agreement from July 31, 2008 to May 31, 
2009, which includes 150 Xactimate Licenses for Claims, together with the use 
of XactAnalysis for Daily for those ten additional months, is estimated to be 
$368,350.  This is in addition to (i) approximately $165,000 for 150 Xactimate 
Licenses approved by the Board in May 2006, and (ii) approximate $362,420 
for Xactanalysis for Daily and setup approved in January 2007. 

The expected expenses for Xactanalysis for Catastrophe Claims depend upon 
the size of the catastrophe, if one occurs: 

⋅ Approximately $715,000 for 50,000 claim Cat Event* 

⋅ Approximately $1,507,500 for 150,000 claim Cat Event* 

⋅ Approximately $2,520,000 for 300,000 claim Cat Event * 

*The proposed contract provides for a tiered fee schedule based on 
catastrophe claim volume.  The estimates above include reassignment fees in 
the event a claim is reassigned in the adjustment process; for catastrophes, a 
50% ratio of claim to reassignments is expected; for Daily, reassignments are 
believed to be nominal. 

Aggregate and XactAnalysis for 300,000 Cat Event is approximately 
$2,888,350. 
 

PURPOSE / SCOPE: In May 2006, The Board approved XACTWARE as its estimating software 
vendor after a Request For Proposal process.  See attachment “A.”  The 
Master Agreement currently expires on July 31, 2008 and provides for renewal.  
The use of XactAnalysis for Daily was approved by the Board in January 2007. 
See attachment “B.” 

Citizens’ staff is now presenting the anticipated costs of XactAnalysis for Cat 
events, as well as expenses for a ten-month extension of all Xactimate 
licenses and for Daily’s use of XactAnalysis. 
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XactAnalysis provides a loss cost analytic management tool for claims. It 
compiles estimating data, providing a more consistent process for industry, 
pricing and estimate comparisons. This is a key component for the quality 
assurance program. XactAnalysis is a central repository for estimate data from 
many sources including vendors, independent adjusters and staff adjusters. 
This tool provides real time management reports on loss costs estimating 
which Citizens has not previously had. This will enable Citizens to monitor 
trade pricing as well as assignment tracking. The pricing is based on a 
standard assessment fee per claim and a reassignment fee if a claim is 
reassigned to a different Xactimate user during the life of the claim. 
 

Contract Term(s): 
 
Software license expiration to coordinate Xactimate License Fees, Daily 
Estimate Charges and Catastrophe Estimate charges with Xactware through 
May 31, 2009. Specific pricing information is considered a “trade secret” by 
Xactimate. 
 

COMPETITIVE BIDDING 
PROCESS 

The original Xactware contract was awarded by the Board in May 2006 
following an RFP process. 

For the Xactanalysis components, competitive solicitation is not required for 
the following reasons:  

• This is the only product that works with the XACTIMATE estimating 
platform which Citizens has contracted with until July 31, 2008. This 
extension of the Master Agreement to May 31, 2009, coincides with the 
termination of our Independent Adjuster agreements which are required 
to use Xactimate. 

• To utilize another tool for trending estimate results would require 
Citizens to find and implement another analytical software program in 
lieu of XactAnalysis. 

• The XactAnalysis management tool of XACTIMATE is a seamless 
system of delivery and enables Citizens to compare and review 
estimates prior to and after payment of claims have been made. It also 
enables Citizens to more closely compare loss costs on Daily and Cat 
claims against industry averages.  

 
The Master Agreement, which currently expires on July 31, 2008, allows for 
extensions after written notification of the parties.  Under Citizens’ Procurement
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Policy, the contract extension of the Xactware Master Agreement to May 31,  
2009, is not considered to be a procurement because it is, in effect, the 
renewal of a contract under the renewal terms provided by the contract, on the 
same terms and conditions as provided in the contract, if the contract 
previously was subject to competitive solicitation.  
   

CONTACTS: Internal: Tim Loftin, Sr. Vice-President of Claims. 

External: Brandon Harding, XACTWARE, Inc.     
 

RECOMMENDATION 
ACTION: 

Staff recommends Board approval of the proposed contract terms with 
Xactimate to provide this loss cost analytical management tool (XactAnalysis), 
software licenses and a ten-month extension of the Master Licensing 
Agreement to May 31, 2009.  The Board authorizes the President, Senior Vice 
President of Claims, and General Counsel, or any of them, to negotiate the 
final terms of the Xactimate Agreement on such final terms as such officers 
deem necessary and advisable. 

 


